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October 28, 2020 

Dear Members and Friends of Good Shepherd, 

Over the last six years, Good Shepherd expanded worship and ministry both inside and outside the 
church building. Whether through Pub Theology, Ashes to Go, Young Adult Brunch or Facebook Live, you 
expanded your impact within the congregation and the community. 
 
Overcoming of challenges of the last year proves this is a resilient and vital congregation. Like many, 
Good Shepherd has adopted online streaming for much of our worship and fellowship. Yet, you also 
continue to be active supporters within the community—focused on affordable housing, homelessness, 
anti-racism and our neighbors at Guest House. The staff has continued to work throughout this 
pandemic and found new ways to share their talents. 
 
Someday, this epidemic will pass, and we’ll all be able to gather again at Luray Avenue. However, this 
experience has also taught that we have some areas of infrastructure that need bolstering if Good 
Shepherd will continue to thrive and improve on the changes already made. 
 
Financial giving remains strong within our community and we’re blessed by your continued support. I 
write to you today with an additional opportunity for giving before the end of the year. Good Shepherd 
is grateful that once again some anonymous members of the congregation have offered $15,000 to 
serve as a matching grant toward any funds given between now and the end of the year for an 
infrastructure bolstering campaign. Funds raised in this campaign will be used for three specific areas.  
 
First is the expansion of the hardware and technology required for our virtual worship. This includes 
replacing the audio system as well as upgrades and additions to our video transmitting equipment. 
 
Second, we’ll continue to make upgrades to eliminate or significantly reduce the damage to our 
basement when a major flood occurs. 
 
Third, funds will be used to support the initiation of an antiracism fellowship. Funds for this fellowship 
will be used to support initiatives led by the Antiracism Team in furthering GSLC’s commitment to stand 
with people of color in solidarity to challenge the symptoms, actions and effects of racism.  
 
So, from now until the December 31, 2020, whether you give online, with a check or with cash, simply 
indicate ‘Embrace the Bigger Table’ Campaign on your check/envelope or select ‘Embrace the Bigger 
Table’ Campaign when you contribute online.  
 
Remember that this is an additional opportunity for giving above your regular commitment to GSLC. 
Please don’t stop your regular giving to give to the Embrace the Bigger Table Campaign. We’re asking, if 
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you’re able, to embrace the bigger table that has been built over the last several years by contributing to 
infrastructure and mission for the future of the Good Shepherd congregation, community and 
neighbors. All gifts up to a $15,000 combined total will be matched dollar for dollar and used for this 
campaign.  
 
Blessings, 
Pastor Wendy Moen 
Interim Pastor 
 

 
 


